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Introduction 
The client wanted to better 
understand the evolving 
state policy landscape and 
identify attractive markets 
for growth

The client engaged Leavitt 

Partners to:

I. Develop a tailored ranking model and 
generate model outputs to identify priority 
expansion states

II. Provide market intelligence and strategic 
recommendations to inform the client’s 
approach to geographic expansion

A health 
management 
company supporting 
risk-bearing entities 
in optimizing the 
delivery of care

Expand product and 
service offerings 
into new states

The Client The Client’s 

Ambition 

The Client’s 

Need
Prioritize markets 
for strategic 
growth and 
understand the 
evolving state 
policy landscape
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What makes Leavitt 

Partners’ approach unique & 

effective?

Our Approach
A geographic market 
ranking is a multi step 
process

Rigorous & methodological research 
We combine a customizable quantitative model with qualitative 
interviews to tailor our research to meet the client’s needs.

Highly collaborative 
We stay closely aligned with our client, providing our expert 
advice while listening carefully to our client’s needs and 
priorities.

Experts in value 
We have a deep understanding of the movement to value, 
including the pace of change and impact of that change across 
the healthcare landscape.

Extensive experience across the healthcare 
landscape
We work across the industry’s siloes and  consider the entire 
healthcare landscape when tackling our client’s most pressing 
questions. 

Geographic Market Segmentation Process

1. Identify attractive market features via client situational analysis

2. Develop weighted variables of key features for attractive markets

3. Validate key markets through ranking model

4. Provide policy intelligence & strategic recommendations
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Key Outputs

Geographic Market Ranking, an 
Integrated Approach  

We identified attractive market features through a 
situational analysis of the client’s customers, partnerships, 
market demand, competition, and policy context

1. Market features & situational analysis

We conducted 10 interviews with industry decision-makers, 
subject matter experts, and the client team to align on the 
selection of model variables and associated weightings

2. Variable identification & weighting

We created a rank-ordered list of markets for 50 states by 
applying the model for each state using the subset of 
variables and weightings

3. Ranking model & market identification

We developed policy insights for target markets and 
provided strategic recommendations allowing the client to 
tailor go-to-market strategies for each new market

4. Strategic insights & recommendations

1 2

43
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I. Priority states for client’s geographic expansion

The client engaged Leavitt Partners to: 

I. Develop a tailored ranking model and 
generate model outputs to identify priority 
expansion states

II. Provide market intelligence and strategic 
recommendations to consider in timeline of 
expanding market presence into target areas

II. Market intelligence and insights into priority states 

Leavitt Partners helped the client 
identify attractive markets based 
on the following criteria:

• Prospective customers
• Population profile & demand
• COVID-19 impact
• Partnerships
• Regulatory, economic, & 

policy environment

Our Results
We identified 10 priority states 
for the client’s strategic 
expansion and provided market 
intelligence and insights for 
those geographies
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Following the engagement, the client understood:

✓Attractive characteristics of new markets that are well 
aligned with their current business capabilities & 
products

✓Which states to prioritize for the company’s growth 
efforts 

✓Critical market insights and features to be aware of 
when developing go-to-market strategies 

Summary

Our findings enabled the 

client to make informed and 

strategically-sound decisions
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Our Experts 

Using a rigorous and highly collaborative approach, we 
support clients in making consequential strategic decisions 
ranging from new market entry to partner identification. We 
focus on a finite set of strategic questions, allowing us to 
approach our clients with a depth of experience in the very 
decision they are wrestling with, and to bring highly relevant 
insights from across the healthcare industry. 

Leavitt Partners’ 
Strategic Growth Services  

Our Strategic Growth 

Services

To learn more, visit our Strategic Growth page on our website 

Geographic Market Ranking & Customer 
Segmentation
We help clients identify the most attractive markets 
and customers for expansion

Value Proposition Testing & Go to Market Strategy
We help clients hone a value proposition that 
resonates with the market and provide specific 
strategies for approaching target customers

Strategic Planning & Scenario Planning 
We help clients chart their strategic direction and 
prepare for several differnet political and economic 
environments 

Investor Services 
We help clients with both comprehensive and 
targeted due diligence
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